
June 2, 2019 
 
Board of Education 
Reed-Custer CUSD 255U 
249 Comet Dr 
Braidwood IL  60408 
 
To the Members of the Board of Education: 
 
We are now the proud and very happy owners of a newly remodeled kitchen, the highlight of which are the 
cabinets designed and built by the students of Reed-Custer High school under the patient guidance and tutelage 
of instructor Mark Smith. We are very satisfied and impressed, as are all of the various contractors who have 
seen the cabinets. We emphasized to all of them that the cabinets were built by RCHS high school students. 
 
The students in Mr. Smith’s program are learning skills that may become a career, a side-job, or simply a hobby 
that will help them perform repairs around the house in future years. They are learning not only cabinet making. 
What they have learned in terms of safety, use of tools and machinery, designing in AutoCAD, and converting 
the designs into CNC (computerized numerical control) instructions for automated machinery are skills that can 
translate into many other occupations that utilize such processes with materials other than wood. 
 
We were able to visit the shop during the building process, but unfortunately only a couple of times. The 
students were always polite and seemed enthused that we would stop by to see their work. While in our home, 
they were very courteous, polite, cautious of our newly painted walls and new flooring, and seemed genuinely 
excited to see their work coming together in our house rather than in the shop. They all had good manners and 
great handshakes! 
 
While we have acknowledged the students and their efforts, we must do the same for Mark Smith. He moved 
next door to us to begin teaching at Morris High School. Once he had moved to RCHS, the topic of the cabinet 
making came up somewhat by accident during a mutual lawn-mowing break. He described the whole program 
and quality of the cabinets and mentioned that he was in talks with a potential customer who was wavering in 
their decision for the 2018-2019 school year. I went inside, told my wife, and said, “Let’s write our check tonight 
to secure our spot!” I do believe we wrote the check that night or the next night. 
 
Mark really went beyond designing the cabinets with us. He ended up helping us redesign the whole kitchen 
based on his experience with past kitchen projects coupled with his knowledge of building techniques and 
construction methods. This influenced our decisions as to the feasibility of removing any walls and 
reconstructing the room. We retained the same walls, but changed the floor plan to gain a much more open and 
functional kitchen. 
 
The Career Technical Education (CTE) program at RCHS is a boon for the district and a boon for the students. 
We are so happy to have been involved with this project. As an amateur photographer, I’ve provided Mark with 
many photos of the students in action for he and the district to use in future promotional materials. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Ned and Debbie Jacklin 
 
112 Sherwood Pl 
Morris IL 60450 


